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Market News  
Argentine storms interrupt soy, maize harvest but bode well for wheat planting 
28 April – Nasdaq.com 

Argentine farmers have suspended soy and maize harvesting in the country's central grains 
belt due to heavy rains, while the extra moisture was expected to help wheat planting 
scheduled to start in May, growers and analysts said on Tuesday. 
Harvesting had benefited from a month of sunny weather that allowed farmers to bring in 
more than half the 2019/20 soy crop and a third of the season's maize before unusually 
harsh storms started pelting the Pampas grains belt over the weekend. 
"We suspended harvesting on Saturday. It has rained about 88 millimeters since then. We 
need two dry days to start harvesting again," said David Hughes, a farmer in Alberti, a town 
in the northeastern part of the bread-basket province of Buenos Aires. 
The weather outlook was mixed, with rains expected to subside later on Tuesday but pick up 
again in several days. 
Argentina is the world's No. 1 exporter of soymeal livestock feed and a major supplier of 
maize, wheat and raw soybeans. 
Too much water has made roads impassable and saturated fields in key farm areas, making 
them too soft to support heavy harvesting machines. It has rained about 45 millimeters over 
recent days in the farm town of Trenque Lauquen, western Buenos Aires province, said local 
grower Santiago del Solar. 
"There will be no harvesting for at least four to seven days. The roads are miserable," del 
Solar said. But the storms were improving planting conditions for 2020/21 wheat, he added. 
The recent weeks-long sunny spell had caused concern that soils would be too dry to sow 
wheat. 
"The rains have been stronger than expected, and this will be very favorable for wheat 
planting," said Cristian Russo, crop analyst at the Rosario grains exchange. 
"It practically did not rain at all in April. This was good for soy and maize harvesting, which 
had proceeded rapidly until now, while leaving wheat planting areas dry," Russo said. 
Argentina farmers are expected to sow 6.7 million hectares with 2020/21 wheat, starting in 
the coming weeks, compared with 6.6 million hectares planted with the grain in the 
2019/20 crop year, the Buenos Aires Grains Exchange said last week. 
The exchange forecasts 49.5 million tonnes of soy to be harvested this year and 50 million 
tonnes of maize. 

back to top  

India – waiting for the wheat harvest in times of a pandemic 
28 April – The Hindu Business line 

The wheat crop of rabi 2019-20 will probably go down as the one with the most chequered 
life cycle in recent times. 
Even before sowing started, penalties were imposed in some regions for stubble-burning 
after the kharif harvest. More disturbingly, late and heavy monsoon rains in Gujarat, 
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka and Rajasthan left the land unsuitable for sowing. 
Nevertheless, despite the delays and even re-sowing of land cleared of damaged crops, 
planting continued well into January when nearly all growing States recorded sowing 
activity, led by Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh, as reports of monthly sown area 
show. 



Now, with the pandemic disrupting harvesting operations in many places, the substantial 
total of 27 lakh hectares sown in January might prove to be a blessing in disguise if 
harvesting is delayed. 
An unusually cold winter and cool spring had pushed the expected production to an 
unprecedented high of 106.21 million tonnes in the official 2nd advance estimates, a jump 
of 2.5 per cent over the previous year’s figure. However, this estimate was impacted by 
extraordinarily active western disturbances in the beginning of 2020. While it is hard to 
speculate on the effect of these rains on wheat yield, it is highly probable that the ripening 
crop would be hurt by heavy rains in the first two weeks of March in Punjab, Haryana, Uttar 
Pradesh and Rajasthan. 
Food security and health safety are twin essentials for our right to life. While many other 
economic aspects could take a second place and be temporarily managed by government 
cash pay-outs, physical access to food is as important as the prevention of new diseases 
with no cure. Sadly, managing a trade-off between the two may be far from easy. 
Till now, the problem was in the public accessing food in shops and markets, thanks to the 
lockdown imposed on March 24. The lack of communication and clarity made the situation 
worse but this is all mostly related to the downstream segments of the food supply chain. 
But what about the upstream segment? The lockdown began suddenly, when harvest was 
already underway in some States, and was about to begin elsewhere. At the end of March, 
the Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare (MOA&FW) came out with guidelines for the 
safety of farm workers, farm input providers and food procuring agents, all of whom got 
exemption from the lockdown. 
Clearly, mechanised harvesting was encouraged though sanitisation was advised for the 
movements, repair and use of farm machines. There are advisories on the choice of farm 
workers and their safety practices. Given the cool weather, harvest in some States was 
advised to be delayed further. As in the cities, social distancing of manual workers in 
harvesting, post-harvest and farm marketing operations remained the key solution in rural 
India. 
Suggestions by ICAR, the apex advisory body under the MOA&FW, for Covid-19 prevention 
are, in practice, more applicable to organised offices than farm operations. Though crop-
specific precautionary measures have also been suggested for farmers and a document on 
the impact of Covid on food sector is under preparation, without more intense hands-on 
counselling, monitoring and enforcement, prevention of spread from cities to villages can 
prove difficult. 
The physical distribution of effective sanitisers and soaps and rural quarantine or 
containment facilities as stand-by is a challenge. Reaching farmers around the country often 
operating in small farms will not be easy. The mass exodus of migrant labour, the 
quarantining or restraining of migrants at border or outside villages, has also threatened 
harvest operations. 
Labour shortage is not the only constraint. The regulated APMC markets can play a big role 
but without sanitisation, distancing and counselling of farmers and traders, preventing the 
spread of infection will be a challenge. Possibly, supported by public cash transfers against 
unemployment, supply chains can be shortened and rarified to minimise contamination. 
Local residents should serve as workers in harvest and marketing as far as possible and any 
new entrant needs to be monitored even if the lockdown is lifted. 
Public stock levels and movements need to be monitored strictly as options of imports and 
exports cannot be assessed yet. Indeed, the huge public food stock, though disturbing to 
economists, has become the saviour by means of which the government could reach the 
poor. As the financial year ended, residual wheat stock with the government has been over 



27 million tonnes higher by 7 million tonnes compared to corresponding stock in 2019. Prior 
to harvest the stock had diminished by 3 mt in March last year, leaving enough leeway for 
public distribution in terms of quantity at this emergency time. 
While there is a demand for extending the lockdown, any adverse effect on food supply in 
the near to medium future is as important a consideration as is the chance of carrying the 
dreaded disease to the villages.  

back to top  

US slaughterhouse bottleneck creates grief for livestock, grain farmers 
28 April - Reuters 

The abrupt halting of the U.S. economy last month closed restaurants overnight and led to a 
huge shift in consumer demand toward retail, a huge blow for meatpackers and food 
processors with a primary focus on food service. 
The rise in retail meat sales was never expected to fully replace the demand losses in the 
hospitality industry, but now meat supply at the grocery store could come under pressure 
as COVID-19 has forced the closure of several U.S. slaughterhouses. 
Thus far, the plant closures have mainly affected pork and beef, which account for roughly 
half of all meat processed annually in the country. 
Animals and feed ingredients are plentiful in the United States, but the slaughterhouse 
bottleneck has and will cause pain for producers of both, as well as for consumers still 
cooking at home. Retail prices for fresh beef, pork and chicken were already up 5% to 7% on 
the year as of mid-April. 
The ample supply of livestock and products, and now the sudden lack of a market, has 
forced some producers to make painful decisions to euthanize animals, dump milk, crack 
eggs and plow under vegetable fields. 
U.S. hog producers expanded inventory over the last year, largely on expectations of 
increased pork exports with China. On March 1, the number of hogs and pigs was record 
large for the date. However, more than a quarter fewer hogs were slaughtered on average 
last week versus a month earlier. 
The decline in cattle slaughter was even more pronounced, but the slowdown in that sector 
began before the slaughter numbers really started to plunge, as evidenced by the latest 
cattle on feed report from the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
Those feed figures may get worse before they get better, and that could increase headaches 
for U.S. maize and soybean growers, who are already reeling from the sharp loss in ethanol 
demand. According to U.S. pork industry statistics, nearly 1.2 billion bushels of maize and 
more than 400 million bushels of soybeans were fed to the country’s hogs in 2016. 
Operations at about 20 U.S. meatpacking facilities have been suspended, greatly reducing 
slaughter capacity. On the pork side, daily production has been cut by nearly a third and it 
has shown up in the slaughter numbers. 
U.S. hog slaughter maintained at anomalously high levels late last year, reaching an all-time 
record in December for any time of year. That trend continued into 2020, but it was cut 
short earlier this month. 
According to USDA, daily slaughter last week averaged 364,600 head for hogs and 85,200 
head for cattle. That is down 26% and 29%, respectively, from the same week a month 
earlier. Compared with the same week a year earlier, that is a 22% decline for hogs and a 
29% fall for cattle. 
Weekly records suggest that such a sharp decline in slaughter, outside of normal seasonal 
fluctuations, is most likely unprecedented. The numbers were even lower in Monday’s daily 
estimates of 81,000 cattle and 318,000 hogs. 



When the shuttered plants reopen, there is a high likelihood that they operate at less than 
full capacity, at least at first, in order to implement and maintain safety standards, which 
could slow the recovery in production. 
The U.S. Labor Department issued new guidelines on Sunday for U.S. meatpacking and 
meat-processing facilities, which include measures such as increased employee spacing, 
temperature checks and additional protective coverings. 
USDA published its monthly cattle on feed report on Friday, and the numbers are somewhat 
unsettling because although anomalies are apparent, they probably do not capture the full 
extent of the virus-induced crisis in the meat industry due to the timing of the data. 
As of April 1, some 11.3 million cattle and calves were on feed for the slaughter market in 
feedlots with a capacity of at least 1,000 heads. That is down 5.5% from the April 1, 2019, 
inventory, which was record high for the date. 
April 1 cattle on feed was also down more than 4% from the March 1 count, which had been 
the highest for the date in 12 years. That was an unusual trend since the April 1 number had 
not been lower than the March 1 total since 2012. 
The March 1 to April 1 decline was the largest ever observed for the period due to such light 
placements of cattle and calves on feed during March, just 1.56 million head. That was the 
fewest for any month since June 2016. 
But for March, placements were by far a record low in data back to 1996, plunging 9% 
below the previous March low set in 1998. 
The year-on-year delta for March placements is even more staggering, with March 2020 
dropping 23% below the levels of March 2019. That is tied with January 2007 for the largest 
yearly decline in the entire dataset for any month. 
Seasonally, the number of cattle on feed usually decrease between April 1 and May 1, 
though the recent declines were only around 1%. May 1 inventory along with April 
placement data will be published on May 22. 
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Morocco doomed to poor wheat harvest, but still time for Algeria revival 
28 April - Agrimoney 

A mixed North African wheat harvest outlook, key to import prospects, has left Morocco 
doomed to a poor wheat harvest, while Tunisia has a “positive outlook” – with Algeria’s 
outcome still hanging in the balance. 
For Morocco, “there is little scope” for barley and wheat crops to recover from one of its 
driest December-to-April periods on record, the European Commission’s Mars 
agrimeteorology bureau said. 
“Cumulative precipitation since the beginning of December is just 100mm, one of the lowest 
values in the 1980-2020 time series,” Mars said. 
“A compromised season in Morocco is confirmed,” with the bureau raising the possibility of 
“very low yields or crop failures”. 
Mars forecast the Moroccan soft wheat yield this year at 1.57 tonnes per hectare and 
durum, at 1.53 tonnes per hectare – both 18% below respective five-year averages. 
By contrast, east in Tunisia, the soft wheat yield was forecast 4.3% above average at 1.52 
tonnes per hectare, with the durum result seen reaching 1.94 tonnes per hectare, 6.1% 
above the five-year mean. 
While rains were “scarce from the second half of January up to the end of February”, 
coming in 30% below typical levels, the return of rains from last month revived crop in 
particular in wheat-growing areas. 



Mars flagged “positive outlook for wheat”, although did acknowledge some setback to 
Tunisian barley prospects, for which this year’s yield was pegged at 0.78 tonnes per hectare, 
6.0% below usual levels. 
In Algeria - in between Morocco and Tunisia - crops in western areas “suffered from drought 
conditions” like their Moroccan peers. 
However, “crop growth in north eastern regions was not affected by rain scarcity”. 
Overall, “crop vegetative phases have been delayed and biomass accumulation is below 
average”, which would suggest weakened harvest prospects – although “there is still time 
for partial recovery”. 
Again, the bureau pegged barley as more affected, seen coming in with a marginally below-
average yield this year, with the harvest forecast, at 1.59 tonnes per hectare, in line with 
typical results. 
North African wheat production prospects have significant implications for world wheat 
trade, with the region including top importer Egypt – for which Mars forecast a slightly 
above-average yield for the small domestic wheat harvest – and Algeria and Morocco 
typically ranked among the top 10 buyers too. 
The bureau’s assessment of Moroccan harvest prospects chimes with that of US 
Department of Agriculture staff in Rabat, who have forecast the country’s wheat imports for 
2020-21 at 5.40m tonnes, a rise of 300,000 tonnes year on year. 
For Algeria, USDA staff have pencilled in a decline in wheat imports of 1.50m tonnes to 
5.00m tonnes for 2020-21 - factoring in a small fall in domestic production, to 3.90m 
tonnes, but a rundown in inventories. 
USDA staff were more downbeat, however, than Mars on prospects for Tunisian wheat 
output, seeing it down one-quarter year on year at 900,000 tonnes. 
Although rainfall was recorded in early March, it was not enough to catch up on lost 
vegetative growth,” they said, in a report written a month ago. 
“As a result, Post expects Tunisia’s wheat and barley production will fall below average.” 
Tunisia’s wheat imports for 2020-21 were pegged at 2.20m tonnes, up 34% year on year.  
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Maize, sorghum and rye import duties updated by the European Commission 
27 April – ec.europa 

In light of an ample supply and low prices for maize worldwide, the automatic mechanism 
calculating import duties was triggered, setting as of today import duty on maize, sorghum 
and rye at € 5.27 per tonne. This will ensure that European producers are not put at a 
disadvantage in the current market conditions. 
The revised tariff, published on 27 April 2020 in the Official Journal, is calculated according 
to EU regulation 642/2010. It explains that the import duty for the three cereals is based on 
the difference between a European reference price and the world benchmark for maize – 
the US price, calculated as cif maize price (i.e. cost, insurance and freight included) at the 
port of Rotterdam. 
The US maize price is declining significantly due to the collapse of oil prices, which led to a 
drop in bioethanol fuel demand in the US (maize being the main raw material for ethanol 
production). In parallel, a record maize harvest is expected in 2020/2021 at a global level. 
The freight costs also have fallen due to a drop in energy prices. As a result of the 
combination of these effects, US cif market prices for maize at the port of Rotterdam fell 
and stood at € 149.84 per tonne compared to € 162.24 a year ago. 
The EU has bound duties for all cereals set under the GATT agreement. However, for some 
cereals, the applied rates are different from the bound one. The system originates in the 



Blair House Agreement between the United States and the EU and involves setting tariffs on 
the basis of individual world reference prices for specific cereal types. The duty is fixed on 
the basis of the difference between the effective EU intervention price for cereals multiplied 
by 1.55 (€ 157.03 per tonne) and a representative cif (i.e. cost, insurance and freight) import 
price for these cereals at the port of Rotterdam. This mechanism does not leave any margin 
for neither the level of the duty nor the date of fixing: it is triggered automatically. 
Since 1 July 2011 (2011/2012 marketing year), it has been decided that the representative 
cif import price for sorghum and rye would be equal to the representative cif import price 
for maize. Accordingly, since that date, the import duty for sorghum and rye has been equal 
to the import duty for maize. 
The latest import duties for maize, sorghum and rye were in force between August 2017 and 
March 2018 (between €5 and €10 per tonne). Since 3 March 2018 and until today, the duty 
was set at €0 per tonne. The import duties are now fixed at € 5.27 per tonne, and will apply 
until the automatic calculation lead to a new figure. 
The individual tariff quotas are not affected by today's measure. 
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Ukraine rivers drop to lowest level in 100 years, posing threat to agriculture 
25 April - Kyivpost 

This year the water level in many rivers across Ukraine, as well as in the Dnipro, the longest 
river of Ukraine and the fourth-longest in Europe, hit a record low for the last 100 years, 
experts said. 
A dry winter and fall has sparked concerns about low levels of water in the country’s 
waterways, rivers, and low levels of moisture in Ukrainian soil.  
The lack of water threatens both the country’s ecosystems and its vital agrarian sector, 
especially in southern regions like Kherson Oblast, where the issue on irrigation is already 
complicated.  
Ukraine has become a major food exporter, and international organizations have warned of 
food shortages in many countries as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
“We had a very dry winter and fall, and now there is practically no rainfall during the 
spring,” said Ihor Andriyenko, head of lower Dnipro basin department at State Water 
Resources Agency of Ukraine, as quoted by Agrobusiness Today news agency on April 22.  
“It is not enough to saturate the soil, which has been completely dried over the winter,” he 
added.  
 An abnormally warm and snowless winter and little rainfall since the beginning of the year 
led to very low level of water not only in rivers, but also in some of the country’s water 
reservoirs along the Dnipro river, like Kremenchug, Kamiyanskiy, and Dniprovskiy.  
The maximum daily inflow of water to the Kyiv water reservoir in late March was four times 
lower than normal. 
And the situation might not get better: “Unfavorable conditions for the formation of runoff 
will continue in May,” says the website of the Ukrainian Hydrometeorological Center. 
The biggest threat will be for small rivers and streams of Dnipro basin and northwest basin 
of Desna river.  
“If there will be no rains, small rivers can even dry,” said Vitaliy Zhuk, head of Kharkiv branch 
of State Water Resources Agency of Ukraine.  
Victoria Boyko, head of the prognosis department at Hydrometeorological Center, warned 
about coming danger in early March.  
She said that absence of spring waterfowl birds may indicate a “general reduction of surface 
water, a deterioration of the ecological situation and a deterioration of water quality in 
rivers.” 



As a preventive measure to limit water use in the country, the government will impose 
restrictions on amount of water, which farmers can use for irrigation, according to Mykhailo 
Khorev, acting head of the State Water Resources Agency.   
At the same time without proper irrigation, “Kherson Oblast risks becoming a desert,” 
Khorev said. 
Boyko doesn’t give an optimistic scenario for Ukrainian rivers. “The trends that we currently 
observe are long-term,” she said. 
Meanwhile, Ukraine’s economy ministry has worsened its grain harvest forecast for 2020 to 
60 million tons, blaming a lack of moisture and the COVID-19 pandemic.  
The Ministry for Development of Economy, Trade and Agriculture of Ukraine has predicted 
that Ukrainian farmers in 2020 will harvest 60 million tons of grain and leguminous crops 
compared with the previous forecast of 65-70 million tonnes. 
The ministry stated: “According to the adjusted forecasts… due to lack of moisture and 
economic factors caused by the coronavirus disease and COVID-19 pandemic, farmers will 
harvest 60 million tonnes of grain and leguminous crops.”  
Spring farming has gotten underway, but has been hampered by the coronavirus. By April 
23, field work had been carried out on an area of 7.8 million hectares of the 15.3 million 
targeted hectares. 
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Australian wheat exports to soar in 2020/21 
24 April – Mintecglobal.com 

After three consecutive years of falling exports, Australian wheat exports are forecast to 
rebound to 14.5 million tonnes (+76.8%) in 2020/21, from the low volumes of 8.2 million 
tonnes projected for this marketing year (2019/20). According to USDA, production is also 
forecast to rebound from the low levels expected for this season as a result of drought 
conditions in eastern Australia. Consequently, as of 22nd April, Australian wheat prices were 
4% y-o-y higher, supported by reduced output and overall gains in the global wheat market 
due to strong demand for wheat products as a result of the coronavirus outbreak. 
Recent rainfall has boosted soil moisture levels in time for the wheat planting, increasing 
expectations of higher output in 2020/21. As a result, Australian wheat production is 
forecast at 23 million tonnes in 2020/21, representing an increase of more than 50% y-o-y, if 
achieved. This higher production would allow greater export availability, increasing 
Australian wheat competitiveness in the market and potentially overtake Argentina as the 
sixth-largest wheat exporter. 
Therefore, in the medium to long term, Australian wheat prices are likely to be driven by 
fundamentals, easing partially the current bullish trend due to projected ample supply. 
However, the anticipated increase in competitiveness in the global market would potentially 
curb some of the downward pressure. In the short term, prices are likely to continue to be 
determined by the impacts of COVID-19 on the global wheat market. 
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South Africa – should we be worried about wheat supplies? 
23 April – fin24.com 

South Africa imports all of its rice and half of its wheat requirements. We have previously 
warned of the restrictions placed by countries on agricultural commodity exports, 
specifically rice and wheat. 
The concern was that restrictions in the world’s larger supplier markets would inevitably 
result in drastic price increases of the aforementioned commodities, of which South Africa is 
a net importer. 



The restrictions on exports were announced in the Black Sea and Asia regions, although the 
world has large supplies of rice and wheat. The United States Department of Agriculture 
forecasts 2019/20 global wheat production at 764 million tonnes, up 4% y/y. And the 
2019/20 rice production is estimated at 496 million tonnes, down by 1% y/y. 
This past week, however, Romania, which is the world’s seventh-largest wheat exporter, 
retracted its statement on the ban of wheat exports. Over the past five years, Romania’s 
wheat exports averaged 5.6 million tonnes. 
While not directly a big supplier of wheat to South Africa, the easing of exports is a positive 
move towards boosting the global wheat supplies for export markets. The International 
Grains Council estimates that the world has 176 million tonnes of wheat for exports within 
the 2019/20 season, which is a 5% increase from the previous season. 
Under circumstances of increased wheat production and supplies for exports, one would 
ordinarily assume that wheat prices would be somewhat lower than levels seen this time 
last year. But this is not the case. 
Global wheat prices traded around US$238 per tonne (US HRW) on 22 April 2020, which is 
up 13% y/y. The increase can, in part, be attributed to the restrictions on exports 
announced by various countries over the past couple of weeks amid fears about the 
timeframe of the Covid-19 pandemic. 
If we could see similar statements to that issued by Romania or assurance that there won’t 
be an export restriction on wheat from major wheat-producing countries, there could be 
some ease in the global wheat market about supplies throughout the season. 
This is a message that was widely shared in the G20 Extraordinary Agriculture Ministers 
Meeting, earlier this week, noting a need to "guard against any unjustified restrictive 
measures that could lead to excessive food price volatility in international markets and 
threaten the food security and nutrition of large proportions of the world population." 
In the case of South Africa, the 2019/20 wheat imports could increase by 33% y/y to 1.8 
million tonnes. This is 13% higher than the five-year average import volume, exacerbated by 
the decline in domestic wheat production on the back of unfavourable weather conditions 
in parts of the Western Cape in late 2019. 
As of 17 April 2020, South Africa had imported 804 335 tonnes of wheat, which equates to 
45% of the volume the country intends to bring into its shores within the 2019/20 season. 
The leading suppliers so far are Germany, Lithuania, Poland, Latvia, Ukraine and Russia. 
There is no doubt that over the coming weeks and months, there could be supply chain 
disruptions because of the pandemic. However, the hope is that trade policy in key 
producing countries doesn’t add to an already challenging environment for importing 
countries. We are counting on various countries upholding the G20 message.  
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Weather is still the wild card in global food supply 
22 April - Bloomberg 

The coronavirus pandemic is putting untold pressure on the supply chains that produce and 
transport the world’s food. Yet there’s one vital factor even harder to control than panic 
buying -- the weather. 
A period of extreme weather that devastates harvests could force countries to deploy more 
protectionist food policies, creating a ripple effect through global trade. Concerns over 
access to wheat and other staples have already led nations including Kazakhstan and Russia 
to introduce export restrictions, sparking fears of a global food crisis not seen for a decade. 
So far the curbs have been limited to a handful of nations imposing short-term measures. 
There is cause for concern. Drier weather has affected key growing regions in the Black Sea, 
Argentina and across Europe. Behind the day-to-day weather concerns, global warming is 



playing an ever greater role in determining the strength of food supplies. The threat of 
extreme drought or torrential downpours only makes it more difficult to predict what will 
happen. 
“Climate change is the elephant in the room in all these discussions,” said Tim Benton, 
research director in emerging risks at Chatham House in London and a food security expert. 
“You can easily imagine some nasty weather happening somewhere around the world 
which will compound these issues. So let’s just pray for good weather.” 
For now, supplies are ample and nobody’s talking about any harvest failures. Yet the threat 
remains that the situation could quickly shift from being comfortable to dire. 
Those worries are starting to surface as a prolonged dry period in top wheat producer 
Russia is threatening to damage this year’s crop. Meanwhile in Romania, a severe drought is 
eroding expectations for a bigger crop this year. 
In neighboring Ukraine, water reserves are at their lowest in six years, while France and 
other grain producers in Europe also face drought this year. Adding to that, dryness in 
Argentina is increasing pressure on crop exporters grappling with the lowest water levels 
since 1989 on the Parana River. 
The next three months are critical for wheat farming in the northern hemisphere, when the 
amount of moisture and temperatures matter for crop growth. Protectionist measures have 
resurfaced memories of food-price crises of 2008 and 2011, when soaring costs caused 
political and economic instability around the world. Several countries banned grain exports, 
worsening the situation. 
Today, wheat supplies are still abundant thanks to last year’s bumper harvests. Consumers 
may be hoarding staples like flour and bread, but once the panic buying ends, the world will 
probably still have a huge stash of wheat, the International Grains Council said last month. 
While global wheat reserves are projected to rise to an all-time high this season, not all the 
supplies are available for export, with about half of global stockpiles held in China, said 
Benjamin Bodart, director at CRM AgriCommodities in Newmarket, England. 
“We simply cannot afford a drought this year,” he said. 
Parts of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans all hit the record books for warmth last 
month, according to the U.S. National Centers for Environmental Information. The high 
temperatures could offer clues on the ferocity of the Atlantic hurricane season, the eruption 
of wildfires from the Amazon region to Australia, and whether the record heat and severe 
thunderstorms raking the southern U.S. will continue. 
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China’s bumper grain harvest “highly probable” despite COVID-19 
2 April - Xinhuanet 

The Ministry of Commerce (MOC) said Thursday that it is a "high-probability event" that the 
country will see a bumper grain harvest in 2020 as ample reserves and stable agricultural 
production ensure self-sufficiency amid the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 
pandemic. 
"China has seen a pretty long streak of bumper years, with inventories and reserves 
abundant and grain price consistently stable," MOC official Wang Bin told a news 
conference when answering a question regarding domestic concerns over food shortage 
fueled by bans on food exports by major producers around the world. 
China, the world's top food producer and consumer saw its grain output reach a record high 
of 664 million tonnes last year, the 16th bumper year in a row, he said. 
"By the end of last year, the country had inventories of more than 280 million tonnes of 
wheat, maize and rice, which will enable complete self-sufficiency as the average annual 



consumption of grain hovers above 200 million tonnes," he said. "The international market's 
impact on the country's grain supply is minimal." 
The country's grain imports are mainly fodder grains such as soybeans, with imported rice 
and wheat accounting for only 1 percent and 2 percent of the total domestic consumption, 
respectively, Wang said. 
"Even zero imports will not lead to a shortage of grain supply in China," he said. "Consumers 
do not need to worry about the shortage or price spike of grains. They do not need to buy in 
bulk or hoard food at home." 
Rice is a staple food in China, whose total grain output consists of three parts -- early rice, 
summer grain, and autumn production. Autumn grain crops, which include maize and 
middle- and late-season rice, account for the bulk of the grain production. 
An analysis by the country's agriculture ministry points to greater early rice acreage and 
yield, a bumper summer grain harvest, and well-planned purchases of autumn grain this 
year, all signs of a generally sound trend of the country's grain production this year, Wang 
said. 
"Wholesale and retail markets around the country have sufficient supply of rice, flour and 
edible oil, and the prices remain stable," Wang said. "Grain production and processing 
enterprises are resuming production with sound progress, and the sector's production 
capacity is sufficient." 
The COVID-19 pandemic prompted multiple countries to throttle the outflow of grains. 
Kyrgyzstan, for example, imposed a temporary ban on the export of certain types of food 
products and essential goods over COVID-19 concerns. The ban list includes wheat, flour, 
vegetable oil and rice. 
"Export bans by some countries were imposed mainly to prioritize domestic food needs, and 
we do not expect the majority of food exporters to follow suit," Wang said. 
China has already taken multi-pronged measures to ensure stable spring farming. A special 
guideline on coordinating the novel coronavirus control measures with spring farming 
preparation was issued in early March to ensure the country's agricultural production. 
All provincial-level regions should keep their sown areas and grain output stable, on par 
with that registered last year, and efforts will be made to fully implement support policies 
such as the minimum purchase price for rice and wheat to motivate farmers to secure a 
bumper harvest, said the guideline issued by the leading group of the Communist Party of 
China Central Committee on the prevention and control of the novel coronavirus outbreak. 
The Agricultural Development Bank of China, an agricultural policy bank, said in late March 
that it had provided 22.67 billion yuan (about 3.19 billion U.S. dollars) in loans to support 
spring farming, with 6.92 billion yuan going to support agricultural means of production 
such as seeds, fertilizers, agricultural machinery, and agricultural science and technology. 
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Reports  
Trade set to plunge as COVID-19 pandemic upends global economy – WTO 
 World trade is expected to fall by between 13% and 32% in 2020 as the COVID 19 pandemic 
disrupts normal economic activity and life around the world. 

Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) – Policy briefs - FAO 
The COVID-19 pandemic is impacting not only food trade, food supply chains and markets 
but also people’s lives, livelihoods and nutrition. 
This collection of policy briefs presents a qualitative and quantitative assessment of the 
pandemic’s impacts on these areas. 
Briefs are released on a day-to-day basis. Please check back frequently for the latest 
available briefs. 

COVID-19: Channels of transmission to food and agriculture – FAO 
This paper aims to identify the channels of transmissions of the COVID-19 pandemic into the 
food and agriculture sectors and, based on this, to delineate the degrees of exposure to the 
COVID-19 shock by geographic region. Primary production, trade and final consumption are 
analysed in detail and, where possible, quantified. Based on results of the analysis, a country 
taxonomy of the exposure is developed and presented. 

Commodity Markets Outlook (April 2020) - World Bank 
The global economic shock of the COVID-19 pandemic has driven most commodity prices 
down and is expected to result in substantially lower prices over 2020, the World Bank said 
in its April “Commodity Markets Outlook”. Energy and metals commodities are the most 
affected by the sudden stop to economic activity.  
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Monthly Information Sources  

AMIS Market Monitor  

FAO Cereal Supply and Demand Brief - FAO 

Grain Market Report – IGC  

Oilcrops Monthly Price and Policy Update – FAO  

Crop Monitoring in Europe - European Commission  

FAO Rice Price Update – FAO  

World Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates – USDA  

Early Warning Crop Monitor – GEOGLAM  

Commodity Price Data - World Bank    

Food Price Monitoring and Analysis (FPMA) – FAO     

GIEWS Country Briefs - FAO  

MED-AMIN 

Club Demeter Système de veille 

FAO Daily Food Prices Monitor (new) 

FAO’s Big Data tool on food chains under the COVID-19 pandemic (new) 

https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres20_e/pr855_e.htm
https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres20_e/pr855_e.htm
http://www.fao.org/2019-ncov/resources/policy-briefs/en/
http://www.fao.org/2019-ncov/resources/policy-briefs/en/
http://www.fao.org/3/ca8430en/CA8430EN.pdf
https://www.worldbank.org/en/research/commodity-markets
http://www.amis-outlook.org/amis-monitoring#.XoMGLIgzZPY
http://www.amis-outlook.org/amis-monitoring#.XoMGLIgzZPY
http://www.fao.org/worldfoodsituation/csdb/en/
http://www.igc.int/downloads/gmrsummary/gmrsumme.pdf
http://www.igc.int/downloads/gmrsummary/gmrsumme.pdf
http://www.igc.int/downloads/gmrsummary/gmrsumme.pdf
http://www.igc.int/downloads/gmrsummary/gmrsumme.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/ca8582en/ca8582en.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/ca8582en/ca8582en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/sites/jrcsh/files/jrc-mars-bulletin-vol28-no4.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/sites/jrcsh/files/jrc-mars-bulletin-vol28-no4.pdf
http://www.fao.org/economic/est/publications/rice-publications/the-fao-rice-price-update/it/
https://www.usda.gov/oce/commodity/wasde/wasde0420.pdf
https://www.usda.gov/oce/commodity/wasde/wasde0420.pdf
https://cropmonitor.org/index.php/cmreports/earlywarning-report/
https://cropmonitor.org/index.php/cmreports/earlywarning-report/
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/992071585858056509/CMO-Pink-Sheet-April-2020.pdf
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/992071585858056509/CMO-Pink-Sheet-April-2020.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/ca8611en/ca8611en.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/ca8611en/ca8611en.pdf
http://www.fao.org/giews/countrybrief/index.jsp
http://www.fao.org/giews/countrybrief/index.jsp
http://www.fao.org/giews/countrybrief/index.jsp
http://www.fao.org/giews/countrybrief/index.jsp
https://www.scoop.it/topic/med-amin
https://www.scoop.it/u/club-demeter
https://datalab.review.fao.org/dailyprices.html
https://datalab.review.fao.org/


COVID-19 and World Trade (new) 

IFPRI COVID-19 Food Trade Policy Tracker (new) 
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The main purpose of the MNR is to provide links between 
the FAO Secretariat and the Members of the 
Intergovernmental Group (IGG) on Grains, as well as the 
general public.  
To unsubscribe, send an email to:   
mailto:MNR-L-signoff-request@LISTSERV.FAO.ORG  
  

The MNRs are sent electronically on 
the last working day of the month 
except in July and December.  
 Useful links  
Previous issues of the MNR  
FAO World Food Situation  
FAO Grains website 

 Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
www.fao.org/economic/est  
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